Welcome to the Brandeis University endpoint management home page.

Brandeis University is deeply committed to the security of the university’s electronic files and data as well as the protection of our community’s personal information. To help protect university and personal data from loss or theft, and to reduce computer downtime, Library and Technology Services (LTS) is implementing certain endpoint management technologies on centrally funded and maintained (“Refresh”) computers:

- Automated data backup for faculty and staff (Crashplan)
- Third party software patching (KACE for Windows computers, Casper for Macintosh computers)
- Hard disk encryption (Bitlocker for Windows computers, FileVault for Macintosh computers)

We invite you to explore more information about endpoint management, read about each of the products, or review a history of applied patches. For more information about what you can do to secure university computers and data, please see LTS Guidance for Securing Workstations and Laptops.
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